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Brief on algebraic number fields

� K � field extension of Q of degree d :� rK : Qs   8

� OK ring of integers of K (roots of monic polynomials over Z)
OK � Zd

� Integral ideals are submodules of OK .

� O�
K monoid of nonzero elements in OK

� UK group of units in OK , namely O�
K X pO�

K q
�1.

� Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem: UK � W � Zr�s�1 with
W � finite group of cyclotomic units in K
r � number of real embeddings of K and
2s � number of complex embeddings of K .

Degree d � r � 2s, Unit rank n � r � s � 1



Phase transition for pC �

r pOK �O�

K q, σNq

Affine monoid: OK �O�
K

Toeplitz-type C*-algebra: C�
r pOK �O�

K q.
Dynamics σN on C�

r pOK �O�
K q from norm Na :� rOK : aOK s.

Theorem (Cuntz-Deninger-L, Math. Ann. (2013))

For β ¡ 2 the KMSβ states of pC�
r pOK �O�

K q, σ
Nq are affinely

isomorphic to the tracial states on

A :�
à
γPC`K

C�pJγ � UK q

with Jγ P γ an integral ideal representing its ideal class γ P C`K .

Further motivation to study these traces: Same A appears in
K-theory computations of Cuntz-Echterhoff-Li.

First step: transpose to C pĴγq � UK and use Neshveyev’s
characterization of traces on crossed products.



Parametrization of extremal KMSβ states

Write C�pJ � UK q with generators tδj : j P Ju and tνu : u P UKu.

Theorem (L-Warren, after Neshveyev JOT (2013))

For each extremal trace τ of C�pJ � UK q D! probability measure
µτ on Ĵ such that»

Ĵ
xj , xydµτ pxq � τpδjq for j P J.

1) µτ is ergodic UK -invariant and D! fixed subgroup Uµτ � UK

such that the isotropy subgroup equals Uµτ at µτ -a.a. points in J.
2) χτ phq :� τpνhq for h P Uµτ defines a character of Uµτ .
3) τ ÞÑ pµτ , χτ q is a bijection with inverse given by

τpµ,χqpδjνuq �

$&
%χpuq

»
Ĵ
xj , xydµpxq if u P Uµτ

0 otherwise.



A simplification
If two integral ideals J1 and J2 are in the same ideal class, then
UK ýJ1 is algebraically isomorphic to UK ýJ2 (the equivariant
isomorphism is determined by multiplication by a field element).
Even if the ideals are in different classes, we have

Lemma
For every ideal J in OK , the actions pÔK ,UK q and pĴ,UK q are
weakly algebraically isomorphic.

Proof: Choose q P O�
K such that

OK � qOK ãÑ J ãÑ OK

hence
ÔK � pqOK q̂

r
Ð Ĵ

r
Ð ÔK .

These semi-conjugacies map orbits to orbits, (in)finite orbits to
(in)finite orbits, Haar to Haar, ergodic invariant measures to
ergodic invariant measures, etc. From now on, we shall focus on
the case Jγ � OK .



Zn actions by toral automorphisms I

Because of Dirichlet’s theorem, UK ýOK gives a W � Zn-action
by automorphisms of the torus Td � ÔK , determined (up to an
algebraic conjugacy) by choosing an integer basis in OK .

These toral automorphisms are implemented by a subgroup
tAu : u P UKu � GLdpZq which diagonalizes over C:

Let σi , for i � 1, 2, � � � , d be the different embeddings of K in C,
(assume σ1 � id). Then

Au �

�
�����

u 0 0 . . . 0
0 σ2puq 0 . . . 0
0 0 σ3puq . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . σdpuq

�
����

Reason: u P UK acts by multiplication on K bQ R � Rr � Cs



Zn actions by toral automorphisms II

Fix u P UK . TFAE

1. Haar measure on Td is ergodic under Au,

2. Au has an eigenvalue outside the unit circle,

3. u is not a root of unity

(1.) ðñ (2.) due to Halmos.
(2.) ðñ (3.) due to Kronecker.

Definition
When these hold, we say Au is partially hyperbolic (alternatively,
quasi-hyperbolic)

Au � Diagpu, σ2puq, σ3puq, . . . , σdpuqq



Zn actions by toral automorphisms III

Note: obviously rational points in Td have finite Zn-orbits,
and (not so obviously) the converse also holds.

So Zn actions by toral automorphisms that contain a partially
hyperbolic element have some obvious ergodic invariant probability
measures:

tequidistribution on finite orbitsu Y tHaaru

Question: Are these all?

Furstenberg’s T2 - T3 question (still open):

Are the above the only ergodic invariant measures for the
transformations T2 : z ÞÑ z2 and T3 : z ÞÑ z3 for z P T?

Assuming positive entropy, Haar measure is the only one
T2-T3 case [Rudolph, ETDS (1990)] ,
Higher-rank case [Einsiedler-Lindenstrauss, ERA-AMS (2003)]



Moving the goal posts (to closed invariant sets)

In view of that, we are (understandably) interested in the more
tractable topological version of the problem. The original result is:

Theorem (Furstenberg)

The only closed, T2-T3 invariant sets are the finite orbits and T.

An elegant generalization to semigroups of toral endomorphisms
was obtained by Berend. We need a definition first.

Definition
We say the action G ýX has the infinite invariant dense property
(IID) if X is the only closed, infinite G -invariant set.



When does Zn
ýTd have the IID Property?

Theorem (Berend, TAMS, (1983))

Let Σ be an abelian semigroup of toral endomorphisms.
Σ has the IID property (infinite invariant sets are dense)
if and only if Σ is

1. (totally irreducible) Dσ P Σ such that the charact. poly. of σn

is irreducible over Z for every n P N,

2. (partially hyperbolic) For every common eigenvector of Σ,
Dσ P Σ with corresponding eigenvalue outside the unit disk,
and

3. (not virtually cyclic) Dσ, ρ P Σ such that σm � ρn for some
m, n P N implies m � n � 0.



For which K does IID hold for UK ýOK ?

Theorem (L-Warren)

UK ý̂OK is IID ðñ

#
K� CM field

rank UK ¥ 2.

Sketch of proof:
Recall that a complex multiplication (CM) field K is one that has a
proper subfield L with the same unit rank: rank UL � rank UK ;
this happens if and only if K is a quadratic extension of its
maximal totally real subfield.
Total irreducibility excludes precisely CM fields.
Not virtually cyclic characterizes unit-rank ¥ 2.
An argument shows that rank UK ¥ 1 implies partial hyperbolicity



Primitive ideal space PrimpC �pOK q � UK q

If K is an algebraic number field that is not a CM field and has
unit rank ¥ 2, then the quasi-orbit space is simply

Q � tfinite orbitsu \ tÔKu

The finite orbit part is discrete, tÔKu is dense, and infinite sets of
finite orbits accumulate on tÔKu.

For each K and each ideal J in OK , it is possible to give a concrete
description of the primitive ideal space of C�pJq�UK as a quotient
of Q� ÛK using a theorem of Dana Williams’ [TAMS (1981)].



Number fields K for which the IID Property fails

1. Unit-rank � 0, (quadratic imaginary):

tergodic invariant measuresu Ø ÔK {UK

2. Unit-rank � 1, (real quadr., mixed cubic, tot. imag. quartic):

UK ý̂OK � powers of Bernoulli automorphism

(simplex of invariant measures is universal Ñ ‘hopeless’ case).

3. CM fields [Remak, Comp.Math. 1954], i.e. fields with ‘unit
defect’ : rank UK � rank L for a proper subfield L;

UK ý̂OK has proper invariant subtori

Not much is known in this (reducible) case,
[Katok-Spatzier, EDTS (1998)]: (under extra assumptions)
extensions of a zero-entropy measure in a torus of smaller
dimension with Haar conditional measures on the fibers.



Number fields for which the IID Property holds

Conjecture:

If K is not a CM field and has unit rank ¥ 2, then the
ergodic invariant measures for UK ý̂OK are precisely:

� equidistribution on finite orbits (of rational points).
� normalized Haar measure on ÔK .

This would completely describe the phase transition at β ¡ 2 for
the “affine monoid” C*-algebraic dynamical system of
[Cuntz-Deninger-L.], in the non CM, unit rank ¥ 2 case.
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